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Across
1. considered one of asia's sacred 

mountains

3. a vast elevated plateau in central 

asia and east asia

5. made up of 4 island states

6. a layer in the earth's stratosphere

11. also known as a seismic sea wave

14. a place where fish are reared for 

commercial purposes

17. a peninsula in east asia

19. made up of over 1,000 islands

21. a floating sheet of ice permanently 

attached to a landmass

23. off the coast in queensland in 

northeastern australia

25. highest point in asia

29. second largest island in the world

30. a river that flows through India and 

Bangladesh

34. the remote inland regions of 

australia

36. distinguishable part of a continent

37. part of a continent

38. a large group of islands

Down
2. an area of land under the 

jurisdiction of a ruler

4. longest river in asia

7. the largest peninsula of antarctica

8. the continental portion of 

southeast asia

9. subregion of oceania

10. compacted yellowish-gray deposit 

of wind blown sediment

12. peninsula in southeast asia

13. a ring shaped reef

15. based on the deposits of the 

yellow river

16. a major south-flowing river in 

South Asia

18. a landform that forms from 

deposition of sediment

20. diverse underwater ecosystems

22. a member of the aboriginal people

24. mostly bedrock or gravel plains

26. trans-boundary river in asia

27. a living thing from early times

28. includes the world's highest peaks

31. second-longest river in asia

32. world's coldest desert

33. a seasonal prevailing wind

35. third largest island in the world


